Virtual Visit & Reconstruction

Kyrenia
Castle

Preface
ARUCAD-the Arkin University of Creative Arts and Design,
founded in North Cyprus in 2017, is a thematic university
wholly dedicated to the elds of Art, Design and
Communication. ARUCAD’s goal is to become one of the
most reputable universities in Art and Design Higher
Education in the region whose students continuously
improve their creative productivity through interdisciplinary
and cross-cultural programmes based on traditional,
modern and contemporary Art and Design teaching and
learning. In achieving this goal ARUCAD aims to adhere to
the inseparable link of theory and practice, all underpinned
by the latest developments and initiatives in digital
technologies, 2D, 3D, the real and the virtual.
‘Learning whilst producing, producing whilst learning’ is an
education model that aims to connect experience, critical
thinking and practice in order to generate creative and
analytical artists and designers.
This proposal is a co-sponsorship between HTC, the
Kyrenia Municipality and ARUCAD University of Creative
Arts and Design. Costs and contributions in kind will be
divided based on mutual interests and resources.
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As ARUCAD is a gift to his homeland by a private investor,
we aim to give new life to one of the key 'jewels in the
crown' of the island: the Kyrenia Castle. In this way we hope
to make a signi cant contribution in the ‘Year of Cultural
Heritage in Europe’ declared by the Parliament ın Brussels.

Famous for its thrilling two millennia history of pirates,
conquerers, sieges and battles, Kyrenia Castle has attained
more recent fame through the Assassin’s Creed video game
saga.
Our Innovation Hub will manage the work of our internationally
reputed team to create virtual and augmented experiences in
one of the most visited tourist attractions of the island for the
bene ts of the local community, the island of Cyprus, the
region and for the global community of visitors, tourists,
academics, students and those interested in bringing cultural
heritage and the past to life.
Antony Eddison
(ARUCAD Global Networking Coordinator)

History
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Kyrenia has existed since the 10th century BCE.
Excavations have revealed Greek traces that date back
to the 7th century BCE, but the site was developed into
a city under Roman rule.
Research carried out at the site suggests that the
Byzantines built the original castle in the 7th Century to
guard the city against the new Arab maritime threat. The
rst historical reference to the castle occurs in 1191,
when King Richard I of England (Richard the Lion Heart)
captured it on his way to the Third Crusade by defeating
Isaac Comnenus, an upstart local governor who had
proclaimed himself emperor.
After a short period, Richard sold the island to the
Knights Templar, and then to his cousin Guy de
Lusignan, the former king of Jerusalem. This began the
300 years of the Frankish Lusignan Kingdom of Cyprus
(1192–1489). Initially the castle was quite small. John
d'Ibelin enlarged it between 1208 and 1211. The
Castle's main function was military and the
improvements consisted of a new entrance, square and
horseshoe-shaped towers, embrasures for archers, and
dungeons.
The castle was subjected to several sieges. A Genoese
attack in 1373 almost destroyed the castle, and the
longest amongst the sieges, in the 15th century, lasted
nearly four years and reduced the unfortunate occupants
to eating mice and rats.

In 1570, Kyrenia surrendered to the Ottomans. The Ottomans,
too, made changes to the castle, but the British removed
these during their occupation. The castle contains the tomb of
the Ottoman Admiral Sadik Pasha. The British used the castle
as a police barracks and training school. They also used the
castle as a prison for members of the Greek Cypriot EOKA
organisation.
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By 1489 the Venetians had taken control of Cyprus and in
1540 they enlarged the castle, giving it its present-day
appearance. The chief changes, such as the addition of thick
walls and embrasures for cannons, were adaptations to
changes in warfare in the form of gunpowder artillery. The
Venetians also installed gun ports at three levels so that they
could direct cannon re against attackers from the land. Inside
the castle, they built huge long ramps so as to be able to drag
artillery up on the walls. When the work on the castle was
nished, its walls also encompassed the small church of St.
George, which the Byzantines may have built in the 11th or
12th century.
The Kyrenia Department of Antiquities took over the
custodianship of the castle in 1950, though it reverted to
British control during the EOKA turmoil. The Department
regained control in 1959 and since 1960 the castle has been
open to the public. However, during the period from 1963 to
1967 the Cypriot National Guard used the castle as a military
headquarters. Following the Turkish/Greek Cypriot troubles in
1974 the Girne Department of Antiquities and Museums took
over responsibility for the castle's preservation and use. The
Department is keeping icons that were collected from
churches in the Kyrenia area pre-1974 and has stored them in
the castle's locked rooms for safekeeping. Some of these are
now on display in the Archangel Michael Church.

One of the rooms exhibits the remains of a Greek merchant
ship from the 4th century BCE, one of the oldest vessels ever
to be recovered, together with its cargo. In 1965, Andreas
Kariolou, a Greek-Cypriot diver, discovered the vessel, laden
with millstones and amphorae of wine from Kos and Rhodes.
The vessel was sailing to Cyprus when a storm wrecked it
outside Kyrenia harbour. In 1967 he showed the wreck to
archeologists.

preserved in a specially controlled environment in the
Museum, together with its amphorae.
A large part of the PlayStation Portable game Assassin's
Creed Bloodlines takes place in Kyrenia and the castle.

A team, under Michael Katsev of the University of
Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, then
studied the wreck from 1969 to 1974. The vessel was already
approximately 80 years old at the time it sank. Today, the 47foot-long hull (14 m), made of Aleppo pine sheathed in lead, is

Numbers
In 2017 Kyrenia attracted over 1,000,000 visitors from
around the world and Kyrenia Castle, situated in the
centre of the city near the harbour, represents the main
tourist attraction being visited by almost the totality of
travellers.
The numbers do not include the 535,000 Turkish visitors
that are considered local tourism and the gure is
expected to rise in 2018 due to the recent devaluation of
the Turkish Lira. The castle has an excellent rating of 4.5
on TripAdvisor where it has 1293 reviews in addition to
the 500 reviews of the Ship Wreck itself.
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Britain 383.000
Russia 260.544
Greece 53.418
Israel 49.579
Germany 41.030
Turkey 535.000
Others 362.018

Proposal

Vision
With the aid of 3D digital reconstruction and movies layered over volumetric 360 degrees footage, we will be able to bring the
visitor inside the incredible story of the castle. A chroma keyed actor added to the 360 degree footage will be the guide for the
entire visit explaining historical events and the stories of all the visitors to the castle over the years.
Presently there are no formal ties between our set of VR exhibits and Ubisoft®. However, the production qualities of Assassin's
Creed make it an inspiring point of reference to express the interactive nature of this proposal.

Stations
The interaction with the visitor will take place though
interactive exhibit apparatus built in AISI 316 steel.
These stations consist of 3 parts: a steering wheel that
can twist 360 degrees on the horizontal plane and incline
90 degrees on the vertical axis.
The remaining two parts are consecutive tubes with a
height adjustment system which is mechanically similar
to tness machines.
The apparatus will be adjustable to heights that are
comfortable for most adults and children, as well as
being wheelchair accessible.
Both the steering movement and the inclination will be
based on Nylon® friction brakes which will be regulated
according to the desired friction with screws and for
regular maintenance.
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Our designer’s experience in urban furnishing and
outdoor steel games will make the station easy to use,
and strong enough to withstand the occasional rough
treatment (hanging-on or over-extending).

The sound track, properly edited with voices and sound
will come from a directional speaker by Museum Tools
Secret Sound®.
The speaker creates a directional cylindrical shaped
sound which can be audible only to the user of that
station.
In a secondary solution, according to the budget, we will
simulate the same effect with a methacrylate semi
sphere and a covered car speaker.
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The preferred technology is the HTC Vive® headset. The
device will be encapsulated and xed in a stainless steel
dry case to make it inaccessible to the users. All the
wiring will be inside the steel tubes and the headset will
be disassembled with screws. The exhibit will be take
pains to maintain the HTC brand and HTC experience
with guidance from our sponsor. The intent is to
maximise the unique HTC Vive immersive experience.
One Leap Motion® controller will be used for the Ship
Wreck SCUBA experience to allow the visitors to interact
with the different pieces of the boat and conduct the
virtually rebuild.
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The Unity 3D® platform will be utilised for this.

The con guration of the Mini computer we are going to
build is speci ed below:
GPU: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290
equivalent or better.
CPU: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better.
RAM: 4 GB or more.
Video Output: HDMI 1.4, DisplayPort 1.2 or newer.
USB Port: 1x USB 2.0 or better port.
Operating System: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or
later.
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The case will be 3D Printed with our in-house technology
to be perfectly hidden in the statıon’s feet.

Production Approach
The immersive experience will be designed to create a sense of “being there”
with mise-en-scene including actors, costume, sets, lighting and props
designed to evoke each of the historic periods for which the castle is famous.
Actors will relate the stories in a loop so that visitors will be able to step in at any
moment without losing the thread of the story. The actors will introduce and
describe themselves and their stories relating to the castle and they will prompt
interactions that enable visitors to connect with other virtual elements within the
scene.
In addition to the main “guide” other cast members will be integrated into a rich
cast of characters. Footage will be captured to create a multi-layered weave
with background sets derived from the existing castle architecture using a
variety of volumetric cameras according to the technical requirements of the set.

Post Production
Actors will be superimposed onto a video alpha channel over a combination of
360 images, video, and augmented 3D assets that construct the castle
environment according to the context of the period and subject matter of the
presentation.
Actors will be shot with a Canon® camera and cut out in Adobe After Effects®
and integrated by way of the chroma key blue screen.
Props and 3D animated objects will be modelled and generated with a
combination of Maxon Cinema 4D®, Autodesk Maya®, and 3DS Max®.

Rooms

Prehistory
Dining Hall
Canteen

Venetian
Tower

Introduction to
Ship Wreck

Diving Site

Wreck

Garden

Tower

Torture Chamber

Chapel

Genoese Siege
Introduction
Stairs

Sinking

Queen Charlotte

Introduction
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The introduction station is the rst of the series that the
visitor will nd located under the tunnel that gives access
to the courtyard. The main character who guides the
visual tour of the castle will introduce himself and
describe a brief history of Kyrenia Castle, starting from its
foundation by the Romans in the 1st Century and
progressing with signi cant events and changes that
took place. Some of the stations will be more speci c
with details about certain events and people, whereas
other stations present a more general outline of the
historical context of Kyrenia and its surrounding villages.

Most of the stories are told by a local
sailor. The stories will be told in
dialogues between historical characters
who had lived in the castle, or who had
merely passed through Kyrenia at
s o m e p o i n t i n i t s h i s t o r y. T h e
characters range from Greek historians,
to Lusignan travellers, from English
kings to Ottoman emperors. The
dialogue will be multi-lingual according
to the choice of the viewer.

Torture Chamber
Passages in the south-west corner lead down to gun
chambers and dungeons where medieval torture
techniques were practiced.

The actor in this room is the
executioner of the dungeon. Many
prisoners were held in this room and
our character will relate the story of two
of them; Sir John Lombard and Sir
John Visconti.
King Hugh IV (1293–1359) imprisoned
his two sons Peter and John in the
dungeons. They were young boys who,
seized with a desire to see the world,
ran away and journeyed to Europe
accompanied by their tutor, Sir John
Lombard. They were captured and Sir
John, on the orders of the king, had his
hand and foot cut off before being
hung on the gallows. Peter, who later
became the king, and John were
imprisoned only for three days.
Sir John Visconti was thrown in the
dungeon for accusing Eleanor of
Aragon of cheating on King Peter I,
when the king was on a crusade to
Jerusalem. He was later moved to a
dungeon in Buffavento Castle dungeon
and stayed there without food till he
died.

Garden
Kyrenia was used as a garrison town during Ottoman
rule. Only artillerymen and their families resided in the
castle. The courtyard was used as a prison, and this has
considerably changed its original character. The stonecarved supports which can still be seen jutting out into
the main courtyard probably supported a gallery or
covered walk.

island
that produced so delicious a vintage.

Venetians were known to refer to the
Ottomans as, "merchants we cannot
live without."

Of cially, Sultan Selim II claimed the
island as his own on the grounds of the
tribute paid by the Venetians to the
Mamluk Sultans of Egypt.

Sultan Selim II was devoted to the
strong wine of Cyprus, and was
determined to become master of an

On 27th June 1570, the Ottoman
invasion force, which included some
350 to 400 ships and around 100,000
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Venetians were masterful sailors and
traded silks, spices, jewels and copper
with the rest of the Mediterranean.

men, set sail for Cyprus. In September,
the Ottoman navy landed near Larnaca
and brutally captured Nicosia before
moving on to Kyrenia which
surrendered without a ght. After the
year-long siege of Famagusta, the
Ottomans achieved full control of
Cyprus, with an estimated 56,000 killed
or taken prisoner.

Venetian Tower
Kyrenia Castle was modi ed to meet the threat that the
use of gunpowder and cannons posed. The castle's
royal quarters and Frankish towers were demolished and
replaced by Venetian towers.
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These impressive new defences repelled Genoese and
Mamluk attacks in 1374 and 1426 respectively and
might have held fast against the Ottomans in 1570.
However, news of the fall of Nicosia and the ensuing
massacre encouraged the commanders of Kyrenia to
surrender the town and castle sparing the lives of the
inhabitants.

Visitors will be taken on a yover of the
city by a 360 degrees video shot taken
by a drone.
A general introduction to the history of
the city will accompany this ight.
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Modern day Kyrenia is a lively harbour
city that extends on the northern
shores of Cyprus. Staying true to its
history, Kyrenia continues to welcome
and host visitors from distant shores.
With its beautiful beaches, luxurious
hotels, restaurants, authentic old town
and lively nightlife, the city offers its
visitors and inhabitants an exquisite
experience of the Eastern
Mediterranean. The city, shaped by its
numerous conquerors, has many sites
to explore and awaits curious
adventurers.

Canteen
This room will show a bar scene in which soldiers drink
and talk loudly.
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Mediaeval soldiers were mostly mercenaries, loyal to
whichever master paid more or offered better ‘booty’.
They might easily switch allegiance and they often ed
the scene of battle. Their lives were not easy and offered
few comforts. When not ghting, one of their frequent
pleasures was drinking, and the wine of Cyprus was
plentiful and cheap.

Dining Hall
In 1191, King Richard I of England captured the castle
during the third crusade, on his way to Tyre, Lebanon.
He defeated Byzantine royalty Isaac Comnenos, ruler of
Cyprus at the time.
When King Richard I's ship had to anchor off Limassol,
Comnenos plundered the English vessels and caused
trouble to the two ladies who were travelling with King
Richard I, Queen Dowager and Berengaria of Navarre.
Negotiations to release them broke down upon which,
King Richard I captured the castles of Kyrenia, St.
Hilarion and Buffavento.

In this hall, King Richard can be seen
capturing the Byzantine Emperor and
negotiating with Guy de Lusignan.
King Richard sold the island to the
Knights Templar. Shortly after, control
of the island was handed over to Guy
of Lusignan.
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The Lusignans enlarged the castle, built
a wall and towers around the town and

extended the forti cations of the
harbour.

Prehistory
Ancient people, their traditions, and living conditions will
be reanimated in this station which will provide
information about archeological sites of the Kyrenia
region. The castle has several reconstructions within its
permanent exhibits, such as the prehistoric village of
Vrysi and the tombs of Akdeniz. Information on the trade
between Phoenicia, Egypt, Cyprus and Greece and the
products of Cyprus will be shown in the visualisation.
Cypriots produced true bronze (copper and tin alloy) and
tin, mined in Cornwall, was brought over the trade routes
overseen by the Phoenicians.
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Steatite ornaments and idols were found in Çatalköy,
east of Kyrenia. Short and sturdy natives populated
several areas in the island. They lived in round earthen
huts and many artefacts have been found buried under
the oors of these huts.

In this room the visitor will be taken to a
Neolithic scene.
The castle was built on a Neolithic site
and belongs to a period in history when
life progressed from palaeolithic hunting
and gathering to a safer, communitybased and more sustainable life-style
that could be ensured by cultivating
crops, domesticating animals, making
pottery and weaving cloth. The
occupants of this settlement had no
written language and can be regarded
as prehistorical.

Introduction to the
Ship Wreck
Here, Homer-the legendary author of epic poems-will
speak about the traditions of sailors.
Homer: Ancient sea voyages depended wholly on the
experience of the seafarers and their knowledge of the
winds and the sea currents.They never ventured forth in
the winter, never sailed during the night and preferred to
travel with the ‘meltemi’-a light north-eastern breeze.
The northern shores of Cyprus were popular with the
daring traders of antiquity. They sailed parallel to the
shore, avoiding crossing the open sea, with and against
the north-western winds that blew from the Taurus
mountain range of present-day Turkey.

Here our character, a sailor, will
describe the harbour and navigation in
Cyprus.
The sailors chose to ply the northern
coasts of Cyprus, which were prey to
high winds, on only few occasions.
The harbour of Kyrenia has reefs at its
entrance which makes it dif cult for the
ships to enter during the night. For this
reason, two small lighthouses have
been located at its entrance since
ancient times.
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British colonial authorities used
convicts to construct breakwaters on
each side of the harbour in order to
protect it.

Diving Site
The Kyrenia shipwreck was discovered by diving
instructor Andreas Cariolou in November 1965 during a
storm. Having lost the exact position Cariolou carried out
more than 200 dives until he re-discovered the wreck
approximately a nautical mile north-east of Kyrenia
harbour in 1967 with the help of James Husband.
A team, under Michael Katsev of the University of
Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology,
then studied the wreck from 1969 to 1974. The vessel
was already approximately 80 years old at the time it
sank. Today, the 47-foot-long hull (14m), made of Aleppo
pine sheathed in lead, is preserved in a specially
controlled environment in the museum, together with its
amphorae.
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The visitor will experience diving underwater and see the
shipwreck as it was in 1965, when it was rst found.
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A diver will accompany the viewer in
the recreated underwater site and
describe the conditions as the ship was
found.
The wooden ship was very well
preserved at the bottom of the sea for
more than two thousand years.
While sea water is very corrosive to
metals, the thin deposit of sand and
seashell debris covering the wreck
helped to preserve the wood.
This constant "rain" of debris goes on
in the sea for millions of years. This
process of sedimentation is how rocks
such as limestone are formed.

When
you look at the limestone cliffs of
Kyrenia, which are some 23 metres
high, and remember that only 5 cm of
sand and shells covered the ship after
2,200 years, one can begin to
understand the differences between
historical and geological time. The
timber brought up by the divers during
their underwater archaeology was as

soft as a sponge. If left to dry it would
all have disintegrated into powder
within a few months. Nonetheless, At
the time of its discovery the ship was
considered to be very well preserved
with approximately 75% of it in good
condition.

Shipwreck Submersible
Interactive Installation
The Shipwreck Submersible exhibit
gives the visitor a chance to dive to the
47 foot ancient wreck and search the
water for precious archaeological
artefacts. This is a fully immersive HTC
6DoF experience that give the visitor
complete interactive control of the
virtual submarine.
Visitors navigate the virtual vessel using
a simple handle bar system with wristcontrolled grip to control forward and
back (X and Z) and a lever to control
the up and down (Y).

interact with the special controls of the
submersible.
Interactive Mechanics
The challenge of the simulation is to
retrieve all twelve artefacts from the
pebbled sea oor in the allotted time.
The Head’s-up-display updates when
each artefact is found. Visitors collect
artefacts by aiming in the direction of a
submerged artefact and using the
interactive button A to retrieve each of
the items.
The submersible has a limited amount
of oxygen (5 minutes) so visitors must
move steadily to collect each artefact.
Once all oxygen is spent the searchmode ends.
Pesky-Fish

Apparatus Mechanics
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The simulation will be housed in the
same viewing apparatus as the other
exhibits with the addition of the
navigation controls and buttons to

To increase the challenge of the
experience, marauding sh collect in
the window of the submersible making
it harder and hard to see. A quick burst
of bubble can be released by using the
interactive button B to clear the
window. But the visitor must be careful
there are only 5 bubble bursts.

Learning
As each artefact is found, an
information screen is launched
providing information about that
particular item.

There are ve in-Vive modes including,
1) Submersion/ re-emergence,
2) Ocean- oor search,
3) Artefact information screen
4) Artefact collection
5) Clearing of sh
Environment

Sound
Underwater sound will be an ambient
music, muf ed bubbles, and the sound
of cracking coral. Submersion/Reemergence is accompanied by strong
bubbles sounds.

In-Vive assets are photo-realistic. The
visitor perceives themselves lowered
inside the submersible to the sea oor.
The ocean oor slowly comes into
focus over what the visitor perceives to
be 50 feet. Caustic effects and
distance fog create the underwater
environment.

Fish encounters are accompanied by
bubble blasts and chimes.

3D Ingredients

Hints and other in-Vive updates appear
momentarily in context. Simple hints
are provided at the start and appear
again after periods of inactivity.
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The Kyrenia sunken boat is placed as
part of the backdrop with other reeds
and wreckage forming the perimeter of
the sea oor environment. 3D animated
sh and ock animation in the form
schools of sh and rising water bubbles
complete the scene. Artefacts are
modelled to replicate the Kyrenia
exhibit items retrieved from the real
archaeological operation (University
Pennsylvania 1969-74). In addition to
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the artefact boots and startled octopus
create comic diversions.

Modes

Heads-Up-Display (HUD)
Initial menu strip indicates all available
artefacts in grey. As each artefact is
found the menu item is lled.

Oxygen displayed as a dashboard
indicator.
Development Tools
The Unity 3D® platform and a
combination of Maxon Cinema 4D®
and Autodesk® asset design will be
utilised. Volumetric cinematography will

be captured with post production
effects provided by use of a
combination of Adobe® AfterEffect and
Premier.

Wreck
Here, relics retrieved from the bottom of the sea will be
revived.
The Kyrenia Ship was a Greek merchant ship with a
single square sail. The vessel’s route was Samos, Kos,
Rhodes, the Asia Minor coastline, then Kyrenia. The boat
builders of those days knew that iron nails were useless
in saline water and so copper nails were used for the
timbers. The timber, which was Aleppo pine, was
sheathed with lead. Its cargo weighed 20 tons and
comprised 400 amphoras from Chios, Samos and
Rhodes containing oil and wine and 29 mill-stones from
Nisyros.
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In this station the visitor will be able to
reconstruct the wreck like in a puzzle
game.
All the pieces will be aside and with the
help of the Motion Leap® sensor, the
hands of the visitor will appear and be
able to interact with the 3D pieces and
nd the curse tablets hidden in the
wreck. Curse tablets were left by
pirates to conceal the evidence of their
crimes.
The vessel was loaded with almonds at
the harbour of Kyrenia and set sail
when it was attacked by pirates. Spear
points in the hull and a curse tablet
were found in the shipwreck.

Tower
In 1460, Jacques, illegitimate child of King John II and
Mary of Patras, escorted by the Egyptian eet of eight
ships, landed in Cyprus to take over Charlotte de
Lusignan's reign. Charlotte and her husband, Count
Louis of Savoy, ed to Kyrenia Castle from the capital,
Nicosia. Queen Charlotte stayed in the royal rooms
above the dungeons for three years.The castle was well
furnished with victuals, engines of war and munitions,
and it was not until the garrison was half starved that the
captain, a certain Sicilian called des Nares, surrendered
it.
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The defence of Kyrenia was to protect the harbour from
attack by land, and to ensure that the castle could be
supplied by sea. Attacks could be resisted successfully
so long as the defenders could draw supplies by sea.
Without overseas supplies the castle must eventually be
forced by famine to surrender.

Defend the Castle
Interactive Installation
Visitors are provided the opportunity to
experience the excitement of one of the
famous Kyrenia sieges. Using a
combination of slingshot, bow, and
canon, visitors re projectiles at the
approaching Genoese ships and
attacking soldiers. The design of the
exhibit aims to create a careful balance
of historical fact with a light bloodless
interactive experience of castle
defence.
The simulation is delivered by a
modi ed display apparatus equipped
with buttons to trigger the in-Vive
projectile. Aiming is accomplished by
rotating the apparatus wheel.
The challenge of the simulation is to
defend the castle before the walls are
destroyed or the soldiers climb the wall.
Canons are red at the harboured
attack boats, while slings and arrows
are red on approaching soldiers. The
longer the button-press (Button A) the
farther the projectile is launched.
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ButtonB changes the projectile type.

The simulation is timed (5 minutes) and
requires a certain number of successful
hits to avoid the castle’s destruction.
If ships are hit, their attacking re is
repressed. After 2 hits the ships are
scuttled. If left unharassed, the ships
are free to re. Canon hits on the

castle, create a camera shake and the
HUD illuminate red to indicate a
reduction in available health. Soldiers
are kept at bay by arrows, once hit they
vanish. If the soldiers escape being hit
they can successfully climb into the
castle, causing a health to decline.
Once all health is spent the defencemode and the castle walls collapses
and soldiers enter the castle.

HUD
• No xed HUD is present, but hints
and other in-Vive updates appear
momentarily in context.
• Simple hints are provided at the start
and appear again after periods of
inactivity.
• Health is displayed when increasing
or decreasing.

Environment Ingredients
• The guide character,
• Genoese attack ships,
• Soldiers
• Period-speci c architectural and
costume design
• Crowd animation (attacking
soldiers)

Development Tools
The Unity 3d® platform will be utilised.
A combination of Maxon Cinema 4d®
and Autodesk® asset design.
Volumetric cinematography will be
captured with post production effects
provided by use of a combination of
Adobe® AfterEffect and Premier.
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Sound
Narration is provided by the central
castle character. Music is low, ambient
and suspenseful. Battle sounds and
cries create a soundscape surrounding
the castle. Interior sounds of alarm
echo from within the Castle creating a
parallel interior soundscape. Cannon
booms accompany the ship and visitor
re. Victory and invasion sequences are
accompanied by their own music
crescendo and crowd noises.
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Environment
In-Vive assets are photo-realistic. The
visitor is placed at the very spot where
the apparatus is installed with angles
and perspective evoking the same
placement. The environment is
constructed based on that point of
view with period assets superimposed
on the environment.

Parts of the castle were built about the beginning of the
Latin occupation, between 1192 and 1211, when it is
noted by William von Oldenburg (a bishop from
Paderborn) who sailed from Acre in the 13th century "We
rst touched Kyrenia, a small town but forti ed, which
has a castle with walls and towers. Its chief boast is its
good harbour”
The doorway and windows at the north-west end are
Venetian work of sixteenth century.
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Stairs

Harbours existed in order to
communicate with the outer world.
Every year about 600 vessels touched
at Cyprus under the ags of various
European nations until the eighteenth
century.
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Richard Pococke tells the story to the
audience:

“The chief trade here is with Selefki and
Caramania. The commerce is carried
on by two small French vessels, which
export coffee and rice which is brought
to Cyprus from Egypt and bring back
storax and a great number of
passengers.”

Chapel
The Chapel is one of the oldest parts of the castle. Here
visitors will access VR visualisations of the Byzantine
period. There are currently sixteen proposed stations
with sixteen separate stories. Utilising the rich history of
the Mediterranean and its many civilisations, the stories
will take the visitors on a journey through time.

The dome of the chapel is supported
on arches, carried by three marble
columns with Corinthian capitals.
Fragments of the marble geometric
oor are still visible. A small door in the
west end leads down into the interior of
a great round Venetian tower.
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Lady Piemadbena of Ferrera, widow of
Antonia di Bergamo, who left ve
bezants in her will, wished that masses
should be said for her soul here.
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Byzantine emperors forti ed the castle.
When Lambousa, a town west of
Kyrenia, was destroyed during one of
the frequent raids by Arab corsairs,
Kyrenia grew in importance because its
castle and garrison offered its
inhabitants protection and security.

Sinking
William Leake, an English antiquarian and topographer
observes Kyrenia in 1818:
“The harbour of Kyrenia had a long history which was
connected with the local trade with nearby coast of Asia
Minor that had been carried out since antiquity.
Italian's Cirene, Turk's Gherne, it is the ancient Ceryneia
and is now a small city with a Venetian forti cation.

fi

The prevailing wind direction on the Mediterranean
almost everywhere is northwest. The last voyage of the
Kyrenia Ship in the fourth century BC consisted of four
seamen.”

This will be the sinking scene: rough
sea, thunderstorms and heavy rain will
make the vessel disappear near the
horizon.
During the Roman era ships were
ordered to stop sailing between
October and April. In summer,
everything became active in the sea
routes. Merchants, pirates and pilgrims
sailed from port to port in the
Mediterranean. Roman Cyprus
exported wine, olive oil, medicinal
plants, perfume, grain, copper, timber,
pottery and dried fruit.

Genoese Siege
Here the Genoese siege will be reanimated. In 1374, the
Genoese laid siege to Kyrenia castle to avenge the
merchants killed by Peter II. Eleanor of Aragon, Peter II's
mother and the queen, wanted to avenge herself on the
murderers of her husband so she lead the Genoese
soldiers to an attack on Kyrenia castle and set out from
Nicosia at their head.

A pirate will tell us about defence of the
castle by the Queen and her soldiers.
Queen Eleanor rode on her late
husband's mule, Margarita, the
strongest and swiftest of her kind in
Cyprus.
With her squire, Putsurello, she lead
the Genoese army to the castle.
However, the queen disappeared after
the last hill and entered the castle to
defend it against the Genoese.
Four hundred Genoese were killed with
the help of skilful Frankish archers.

Queen Charlotte
Charlotte de Lusignan explains her story as a Queen of
Cyprus.

Charlotte was married to John of
Coimbra, grandson of John I of
Portugal. John of Coimbra was against
Helena's Greek policies, so Helena had
Thomas of Morea assasinate John of
Coimbra who died within days of being
poisoned.
Charlotte appealed to her half-brother
James who seemingly got along well
with her, but he helped her for only his
own interests. James murdered
Thomas of Morea and as a result was
exiled but was forgiven by the king in
1458.
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When the king died, as a result of a
rumoured poisoning, Charlotte was
crowned the queen of Cyprus. After the
coronation ceremony, her horse shied
and her crown fell off. This was seen as
a bad sign.
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Queen Charlotte was the only
legitimate child of King John II and
Helena Palaelogus. John II had a
weakness for Greek women and after
the death of his rst wife, he had a
mistress, Maria of Patras, who bore
him a son, James.

James wanted the crown and plotted a
coup d'etat with his followers.
However, the conspiracy was betrayed
and James was exiled once more to
Rhodes.
In 1459, Queen Charlotte married her
rst cousin, Louis of Savoy. James
stirred up tension in the Levant, and
received help from the Mamluks of

Egypt and controlled nearly all of
Cyprus, except for Kyrenia and
Famagusta. When Kyrenia castle was
eventually surrendered by Sor de
Naves, a Sicillian captain, James II
became King of Cyprus and Charlotte
had to ee the island.

The Team

international level. The Hub will establish strong
relationships and businesses with Europe and Asia by
offering design services and creativity, innovation, research
and design thinking.
This project will be managed and handled by the Arkin
Innovation Hub.
The Arkin Innovation Hub operates in the eld of Arts and
Design and Media as an interface with universities,
companies, and professional organisations, institutions and
bodies.
It is the research centre of the Faculty and is involved in all the
special projects and competitions.
The Innovation Hub is a professional enterprise (in the form
of a Non Pro table Company Ltd.) that provides
consultancy services for communication initiatives,
competitions, seminars, conventions, exhibitions and
events, while nourishing academic research sponsored by
companies. It is structured as a exible and agile
professional studio. That is to say, the Hub is a place where
things happen quickly.
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The objective of the Hub is to promote ARUCAD's creativity
and design culture and our unique methodology through
enhancing and strengthening relations with production and
services outside the university, both at a local and

Strongly based on the 'learning by doing' ethos of
ARUCAD, the Hub provides students and teachers with a
workplace-like environment so that they are con dent and
capable of making a professional impact within a
professional practice outside the university context.
The Hub attracts and nourishes the best talents in the
university and connects them to the market and is thus a
successful strategic platform for career positioning for both
the students and companies we work with.
We connect the practical skills and academic research
developed in the university with the global demand for
creativity and innovation.
We create pro table teams in the university to make
amazing things happen.
Tobia Repossi
(Director of Innovation Hub)

Antony Eddison
Curatorship
Management
Tony has been working with VR technologies in university
and museum settings and in the eld for more than
twenty years. Experience using VR in archaeology
including work on the reconstruction of ancient Olympic
sites and Miletus in Asia Minor for the Athens Olympic
games and for the Foundation for the Hellenic World VR
auditorium in Athens.
He has over two decades of teaching, management &
leadership experience in Higher Education in the UK and
internationally, he is Advisor and External Examiner at
several universities for innovative Post Graduate
programmes and as a practitioner he has worked in
Architecture, Design and related Creative Industries.
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fi

Currently Chair of Design and Dean of ARUCAD Arkin
University for Creative Arts and Design, one of the most
innovative universities in the Mediterranean region,
working on many projects including the recent
establishment of the rst Fab Lab in Cyprus and now
integrating its methods, practices and ethos into Arts
and Design academic curricula and supporting and
motivating creativity and innovation in the wider
community.

His consultancy and research focus on developing new ways
of unlocking creativity and innovation in business and
education inspired by the application of Design Thinking, Fab
Lab and Lego® Serious Play® and gami cation.
Tony is a Principal Fellow of the Higher Education Academy
UK and an Associate of the Quality Assurance Agency for
Higher Education UK.
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Eddison, A.J., Ageworks – Designing immersive interaction for the elderly, RHD
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Dize Kükrer
Curatorship
History
Dize is a history researcher born in Cyprus and educated
in the UK.
She was born in the divided capital of Cyprus, Nicosia
on 15th October 1990. After high school she travelled to
Plymouth, UK, to study Architecture at the University of
Plymouth.
She completed a Fine Art at the University of Plymouth in
2012. Working with time and space as a medium, and
their relationship with memory, she attempts to solidify
and create tangible traces of memory of long forgotten
incidents or people and sometimes even ctional
characters.
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She is a full time researcher in ARUCAD Arkin University
for Creative Arts and Design and today researching the
story of the Kyrenia Castle.

Robert Allison
Content Manager
Robert is a British graduate of the School of Oriental
Studies at Durham University. He has worked most of his
professional life in the eld of language and
communications including over twenty years in teaching,
mostly in Turkey and Cyprus.
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In recent years he has been more involved in educational
consultancy, copywriting and website design. He sees
the Arkın Group and especially the Arkın Innovation Hub,
as an interface of academia and technology, as the ideal
setting to design and develop creative content.

Tobia Repossi
Management & Supervision
Product Design
Modelling & Animation
Tobia is an Italian architect and designer. He designed
several interactive exhibitions and urban furnishing
objects in steel widely use by landscape designers and
architects all over the world.
He has an extensive portfolio of designed electronic
appliances and accessories for major Chinese
companies such as ZTE, Huawei and TCL as well as
production or R&D projects for American and European
companies based in China. He designed and developed
VR Headsets for Twisted Reality (Netherlands) and
3Glasses (China).
His works have been selected for the Compasso d’Oro
Prize, Design Index, Mediastars, Modern Decoration
Award, A’Design Award and Red Dot Award and
published in magazines and newspapers.
He’s ranked No.22 in the world in Design Classi cation
(DAC) for design of electronic devices.
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He’s the director of the Innovation Hub of the Arkin
University for Creative Arts and Design.

Ali Azhari
Video Production
Scripting
Ali Azhari is an Iranian lmmaker and cinematographer
holding a M.F.A in screenwriting/cinematography and
has been professionally working in Iranian cinema as a
director of photography for many years.
His eld of research is focused on interactive and postcinema and VR story telling.
He is in charge of direction, conceiving and developing
of the video material FX effects and 360 degrees
composition.
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He is a professor in the Cinema department of ARUCAD
Arkin University of Creative Arts and Design and a drone
enthusiast.

Torin Lucas
Management
Interactive Multimedia Design
Beginning his career in the Virtual Tour industry with
internet Picture Corporation (iPIX), Torin moved from
volumetric photography, to working in the game
development industry with Vancouver-based Radical
Entertainment (Vivendi) and Co-founding Thunderbird
Games Inc. Torin has also worked as an educator
internationally in the eld of interactive multimedia most
recently introducing the Firsthand VR therapeutic system
(Cool) to Kabale University, Uganda.
Previous appointments include: Director of the
Association of International Education Consultants (UK),
Professor in the School of Media and Design at
Algonquin College, Programmme Director of Visual
Communications at Raf es University, Singapore, and
Director of Software Development at ImageMaker360.
Torin holds an MBA in Technology Management from the
Segal School of Business at Simon Fraser University and
a Baccalaureate in Communication Studies from
Concordia University.
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Torin is responsible for the Fab Lab of ARUCAD Arkin
University for Creative Arts and Design.

Balkız Yapıcıoğlu
Architecture Coordination
Government Relation
Balkız Yapıcioğlu is a Cypriot Architect and Engineer.
During years of lecturing and profession she has also
developed interest in philosophy of design and produced
several work related to the subject.
She studied architectural engineering at University of
Kansas, USA and received her Master of Science degree
at Arizona State University in 1998.
She completed her rst Ph.D. studies in North Cyprus in
2010 on Construction Management. She is due to
complete her second Ph.D. at the University of
Manchester, UK.
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Her dissertation entitled “Management of Resilience: The
Case of North Cyprus” is a qualitative study which
addresses how individual and collective memory in a
traumatic society can in uence management strategies
of construction companies and identi es their approach
to management as complex dissipative.

Advisory
Board

Howard Rose
Firsthand Technology
Howard is Co - Founder and CEO of Firsthand
Technology is an international Virtual Reality design and
development rm.
His prime passion is to apply VR to make people
healthier, happier and more productive.
His groundbreaking work includes iconic VR health
applications like SnowWorld to relieve the intense pain of
third degree burns.
At Firsthand Technology, Howard is leading a revolution
of VR for health and wellness, with innovative products
to relieve pain, treat mental illness, and inspire healthy
lifestyles.
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Firsthand’s evidence-based VR experiences like COOL!
and GLOW! have been independently shown to
substantially reduce pain for acute and chronic pain
sufferers.

